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I. Private International Law is too complicated 

Private International Law (PrIL) discourse is perceived as too complicated by judges 
and legal practitioners and even by legal academics that teach other subjects. Students 
also feel that PrIL is a difficult subject, in particular they find complicated to deal with 
PrIL discourse and methodology.  

II. Focus on fundamental matters of  PrIL 

In order to destroy the myth that perceives Private International Law discourse as too 
complicated, the aspiration would be to focus on fundamental matters of PrIL.  

1) The three pillars of PrIL:  that is international jurisdiction, applicable law and - 
in our understanding - international judicial cooperation, the latter including 
recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments. 

2) The multiplicity an diversity of applicable rules: international treaties, 
community law, domestic rules, lex mercatoria and any other kind of rules that 
may be applicable to international cases. 

There are other fundamental matters that have been addressed with different 
approaches in South American countries, namely Argentina and Uruguay, and in the 
UK and the USA:  

3) Primacy of  international treaties  over national law  

In some countries, like Argentina, no difficulties could arise anyway, because the 
primacy of Treaty law over national statute law is expressly laid down in the National 
Constitution (Article 75. Section 22 of the 1994 Amendment to the Constitution). In 
other States, like Uruguay, the principle of the primacy of international treaties over 
national law has likewise been recognised by national courts. However in other 
countries, like I understand it is the case in the United Kingdom, there is a dual system, 
where international treaties must be incorporated to be binding in national legal 
systems and the principle of primacy of international law is not recognised.  

4) Application of foreign law by Judges on their own motion (ex officio) and 
facilitation of access to foreign law.  

From Montevideo Treaties adopted in 1889, Additional Protocol (article 2), to Inter-
American Convention on General Rules of PrIL approved in 1979 (article 2), in South 
American countries, judges must apply foreign law on their own motion. 

III. Some principles that may help to simplify PrIL discourse 

The aim of this presentation is to analyse some principles that may be useful to 
bring PrIL closer to the legal practitioners, students, and end users alike.  
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Problems of the conflict of laws rule as completely exceptional devices. From our 
point of view, the “problems” of the conflict of laws rule should be considered as 
completely exceptional devices; in the same way that public policy is conceived 
nowadays. The classic problems of the conflict of laws rule that is characterisation, 
renvoi, preliminary question, fraud, application and access to foreign law and 
international public policy are escape devices that may change applicable law; hence 
they should have a limited space in PrIL discourse. 

Most favourable rule. This principle applies in several PrIL matters such as 
International Judicial Cooperation, Labour contracts, Consumer relations and formal 
validity of contracts and other acts.   

Lex mercatoria. The great development of uses of commerce, model laws, principles, 
legal guides and other sources of law that help to unification of law, also contribute to 
simplify the PrIL Discourse. International rules are easier to understand as they are 
shared by the great part of the countries. 

Party Autonomy. The choice of law by the parties also simplifies the settlement of a 
PrIL case. In spite of the fact that  Party Autonomy may be conceived  as a fiction, 
because  States allow private persons to rely on the law chosen by the parties, even 
though there is not a real consent of both parties to the application of a certain legal 
system. 

Mirror resolutions. In Child Abduction Litigation mirror resolutions are an easy way of 
settlement of certain difficulties of International Judicial Cooperation.  

Functional equivalence. This principle, adopted in e-commerce - i.e. electronic 
document that has functional equivalence to a written document - may be useful in 
other matters. 

Comparative law. It is impossible to separate PrIL from Comparative law; a good 
knowledge of comparative law may help to understand that the concepts adopted by 
different legal systems may vary from one country to other, but the main values 
protected are almost the same.  

Many of the mentioned principles are applied by practitioners, judges and arbitrators 
when dealing with a PrIL case; sometimes without analysing the technical tools used by 
PrIL academics and without using the complicated discourse and methodology of PrIL. 
Therefore, the principles and even the so-called “problems” of the conflict of laws 
rules are not completely unknown for practitioners, judges and arbitrators.  

The difficulties appear when all the principles, tools and problems are presented 
together in a theoretical construction. In my experience PrIL in action is easier to grasp 
that its narrative architecture, therefore I have always fostered the study of cases as a 
method of teaching PrIL.  

Further efforts should be devoted to enable students, practitioners and the end-users 
to understand the practical advantages of utilising PrIL tools and methodologies to the 
ever increasing day-to-day cross-border cases. 


